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Caverns deep
Character generation
Characters start the game with 5 wounds, as well as 3
traits at level 1 and 2 traits at level 2. Players may gain
levels during play at the GM’s discretion, allowing them
to level up, learn a new trait, or gain another wound.
Clairvoyance Foraging Smell
Climbing Hammers Sorcery
Convincing Hearing Spears
Cooking Herbalism Stealth
Crafting Investigating Swordsmanship
Diplomacy Linguistics Navigation
Determination Local Knowledge Throwing
Characters gain 1 extra dice while performing actions
that would fit the description of using one of the above
traits for each level they have in that trait.
Players may also make up 1 unique trait of their own
description, if the GM agrees the player may use that
trait in the same way as the traits above.
You may not have more than 3 levels in a trait.
Equipment
You may take up to 3 pieces of equipment. You may
lower the level of one of your traits by 1 to take a unique
piece of equipment. You may only do this once.
Bag of coins Hammer Staff
Climbing pick Rations Sword
Clothing Shield Throwing axes
Fire stone Spear Torches
When performing actions, players gain 1 additional
success per successful roll when using the appropriate
equipment.
Consumable items like rations and torches last 3 days,
throwing axes can be used 3 times and can be picked up
after battle.
Performing Actions
In order to perform an action, the player must convey
what they want to achieve. The player must roll an equal
or higher number of successes than the difficulty given
by the GM, rolling 3d6 and considering rolls of 5+ as
successes.

Combat
Instead of performing an action, you and the enemy may
perform a round of combat.
Each round of combat consists of the players performing
an action followed by the enemies.
A attack causes 1 damage, using a weapon or a climbing
pick adds 1 more damage. Heavy attacks causes 2
damage, but the enemy gains 1 extra dice to react.
Characters and enemies can react to combat actions.
They can dodge an attack as an action, parry using their
weapon as an alternative action or do something else to
not get hurt.
Spears allow you to attack first during the first round of
combat, swords allow you to parry with 1 extra dice and
hammers deal 1 more damage than usual. Attacks with
weapons also cause bleed, with a exception of hammers
which cause stun instead.
Bleeding
Characters and enemies that are bleeding take 1 damage
at the end of the round.
Stunned
Stunned characters and enemies must recover for 1
round before they can act again.
Poisoned
Characters and enemies that are poisoned take 1
damage at the end of the round and get stunned during
the second round of combat unless they get healed.

Exploring
Finding your bearing in the caverns is hard. Players can
use their smell to locate water, creatures and plants, or
use their hearing to pinpoint water and moving creatures
as well as get a clue of what they are doing.
Characters may need to climb to reach their destination,
but climbing or finding your bearing without any source
of light is bound to be challenging.

Crafting
Characters may turn resources they have gathered into
equipment or craft potions or poison from fungus
gathered throughout the caves.
A potion heals 1 wound at the end of each round for 3
rounds total. A poison gives 1 weapon the poison effect
when applied to a weapon or kills anyone that drinks it.

Camping
Everyone needs to sleep after a long adventure. This
is done by foraging for supplies and cooking a meal
before hitting the hay.
1 or more characters may forage for food and resources.
• Wood or wood cap is needed in order to make a fire
• Some soft material needs to be collected to make a

bed
• Fishing in the ponds inside the caverns may yield

some food to eat
• Tar makes a great material to keep torches lit and

can be found in pools inside the caverns
Cooking
Without food the group is bound to starve, however
someone has to take on the role of cook in order to
turn the poisonous fungus and the raw meat of slain
creatures into an edible substance.
During rests 1 character takes on the role of cook and
may turn unprepared food and undrinkable water into
food and water.
• Any food and water can be turned into a stew or

soup
• Meat can also be dried into rations
• Water needs to be boiled to become drinkable
Keeping watch
Sleeping in the caverns is never safe, there is no
concept of day or night that the critters adhere to.
During the night 1 or more enemies may visit the camp.
Roll a D6, on a result of 3+ adding a -1 to the roll for:
• If there is light in the camp
• Someone is keeping watch
• The entrance to the characters' camp is blocked off

Medical care
Sometimes characters get hurt or get poisoned or
sick by the environment or enemies.
• Clothing can be ripped apart and applied to wounds

to stop bleeding
• Potions can be made to stop poison and can be

drunk during combat
• Rest in a bed heals most injuries

Magic
Clairvoyance and sorcery never gain additional dice
by traits. Instead, traits determine how many
charges to cast the caster gets for each adventure.
Sorcery
Characters with the sorcery trait may cast any of the
following spells by expending an equal amount of
charges as required.
Arcane Bolt
difficulty 1 1 charge up to 1 enemy
Arcane bolt deals 2 physical damage and ignores parry
attempts.
Fireball
difficulty 1 2 charges up to 3 enemies
Fireball deals 2 physical damage and causes the bleed
status effect causing 2 damage instead of 1 and ignores
parry attempts.
Flashbang difficulty 1 1 charge
Flashbang causes the stunned state against all enemies
and all friendly characters that fail a +3 action.
Heal Difficulty 1 2 Charges
Your character uses his magical abilities to heal the
wounds of themselves or 1 other character, restoring up
to 2 wounds.
Clairvoyance
Characters with the clairvoyance trait may cast any of
the following spells by expending an equal amount of
charges as required.
Insight Difficulty 1 1 charge
Your character sees a glimpse of the immediate future,
allowing them to react in time to prevent it or warn
others.
Glimpse of fortune difficulty 2 1 charges
Your character sees a glimpse of the future either of the
party finding treasure or the distant future in which the
place has been looted. Either way your character
uncovered the area in which the treasure is hidden.
Battle instinct Difficulty 1 2 charges
Your character gets into a martial trance, predicting the
enemies actions though clairvoyant means and
anticipating them. Your character gains 1 bonus action
to dodge enemy attacks, using clairvoyance as a bonus
trait.


